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SPRING IS HERE!
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THE VOICE OF THE CHAIRPERSON

Dear Tyger Togs,
What an eventful August we’ve had, despite the fact that Lockdown is still in
force. The move to Level 2 has certainly has an enormously positive effect on
most of us – particularly those who enjoy a tipple or two with a good meal!
Even though Level 2 means that gatherings of up to 50 persons may commence,
the committee has decided to retain the virtual club format for now until
further notice.
The advantage of this new way of doing things via Zoom is that we can host
more get-togethers and many more folk can join in, especially those faithful
members who consistently enter their images but are reluctant to travel at
night. (Hi Josie – it is amazing to connect with you “in person” after all this time!). We have commenced with our Learn
& Share evenings (Education) and we have even introduced an additional “Image Review Evening” that follow the Thursday
night directly after the club competition evening.
This month saw Stephen Burgstahler present to us on salons during the Learn & Share evening. It was very well attended
and all the mystery around salons dispelled, with many questions being asked and ambiguities cleared up. During
September, Stephen will take us through the in’s and out’s of International salons, as well as how to approach these
while on a budget! Keep an eye on our communication channels for more information on this event.
The brand spanking new Image Review Evening was absolutely fantastic, with about 15 members joining live on the night.
Members were able to ask questions about their entries the night before, and some of the issues pointed out by the
judge were explained and vigorously discussed - and in one case a quick Lightroom tutorial also featured. There was
lots of positive feedback after the session and we will host it again following our September competition.
Another highlight of the month is that despite not having any physical meetings we have gained another new member!!
Welcome Sharon Nowacki-Olsen to the TPS Family!!
On a more serious note, I would like to mention that Andre Stipp has stepped down from the committee at the end of
July. I would like to thank him for all his hard work, support and dedication during his time on the leadership team.
For now, until the AGM in October, we have co-opted three members to assist on the committee, and the new additions
are as follows:
Photovault – David Barnes

|

Education – Stephen Burgstahler

|

Newsletter (The Bellows) – Alida Heine
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… the voice of the chairperson continued…

Please refer to their contact details on the last page (p 28) in this newsletter should you need to get in touch with them.
Our September competition has the set subject of CAPTURING EMOTION. Please refer to page 27 for more detailed
information on this. As always, please be aware that the Set Subject entries are only eligible for those images taken
AFTER 01 October 2019.
Congratulations again to all our members who consistently enter the salons and bring home the awards!! We salute
you!!
Keep warm and keep clicking!
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EDITOR’S NOTES

Hello Super fellow-TPS Members!
Now that the Western Cape is carpeted with flowers it feels like something wonderful has
happened and the lockdown is no longer the hottest topic on everybody’s lips.

As I sit

in my office putting together my first edition of The Bellows, I am inspired by birdsong just
outside my window.

Spring is certainly in the air! I am sure that most of us have had

ups and downs over the last couple of months – well, now is the time for a huge UP as
our days are longer, sunnier and the new season is packed with new photographic
opportunities.
Last month the set subject was “Water in any form”, and Rob had included a lot of links to spark ideas and it certainly
showed in the images that were submitted.

There is a lot of inspiration to be found on the internet but I find most of

my inspiration from you – our club members.

When I look at the exceptional high standard of work that is submitted

month after month for our club competitions and the results that come from entries in Salons it is a great source of
inspiration to me personally. Attending club meetings even if it is ZOOM meetings and listening carerfully at the judge’s
commentary, are valuable sources of food for thought and growth.
Judges are often criticized because it is just our human nature to get all knotted up about negative criticism, especially
if it is about something that we thought worthy of showcasing.

And yes, this is often a spark for heated discussions,

but hey listen guys, the judge is an individual with the same individual preferences as anyone of us, and one should take
from it what could contribute to your own growth and chuck the rest! Remember – you took the photo for yourself –
not for anyone else – it is OK if they don’t like it!
I would like to encourage all TPS members to shed the darkness and
coldness which the COVID disease brought and everything that came
with it and let us start Spring with new hope, energy and open
mindedness.

We have made it so far, so we are all pretty awesome!

Bring those creative juices back to work and let’s enjoy each and every
opportunity that we get with friends, families and fellow photorgraphers,
and embrace the new season with all its grace and splendor.

Get

those shutters clicking!
We have one life – let’s LIVE IT!
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ALL ABOUT AUGUST CLUB COMPETITION
On Wednesday evening, 26 August our Club Evening was hosted again via ZOOM, and it was great to see so many
familiar faces again.

A rocking 24 members and one guest joined in and the session lasted a bit over two hours. To

see the video on YouTube – click here:

https://we.tl/t-NCslhQCySG

The August Club Competition was packed with jaw-dropping images from our members. The Set Subject was “Water in
any form” and for this category 28 photos were entered.

The open Category has had 93 entries, many of which I

dreamed of the night after the meeting – outstanding work!
The overall winner was an entry from Carolyn Kewley titled “Bonded” which ticked all the boxes for the Judge who scored
this image a grand 27.

Amazing work Carolyn!

The set subject winning image was from Erwin Kruger-Haye titled “Wave Power” with runner up image from Johan Beyers
titled “Water Fountain.
Bound by David Barnes.

The runner up for the open category was an image that took us back in time titled “Homeward
Authors of all these images all deserve a huge hand of applause.

Open category winner and overall winning image – BONDED by Carolyn Kewley
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….All about August continued.…
Set subject winner – WAVE POWER by Erwin Kruger-Haye

Runner up for Open Category - HOMEWARD BOUND – by David Barnes
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….. All about August continued…
Set subject Runner Up: “Water Fountain” by Johan Beyers

OTHER HIGH SCORING IMAGES FROM OUR AUGUST CLUB COMPETITION

“Walkway in the City”
By Neels Beyers
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….other high scoring images for August continued…..

“Blind to my own worth”
By Lynne Kruger-Haye

“Heron in flight” by Desmond Labuschagne

“Power and spray”
by Andre Stipp
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….other high scoring images for August continued….

“Looking death in the eye” by Erwin Kruger-Haye

“Emergence” by Lynne Kruger-Haye

“Losing me” by Lynne Kruger-Haye
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….other high scoring images for August continued…

“Kitesurfer falling over”
By Neels Beyers

“Let the light shine in”
By Rob Minter

“Tropical rain”
Merwe Erasmus
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AUGUST COMPETITION JUDGE – JUAN VENTER

FROM JUAN’S PEN……
“I have had a love of photography from a young age and especially
the outdoors and wildlife as I grew up in the bush on many adventures
with my father.
I started to do photography seriously in my mid-twenties, when I joined
a parachute club and did the photography and filming for them in the
“old days” with film cameras. Due to life circumstances I went through
a period where I didn’t do any photography until I met
my wife, who is also an avid photographer and I started up my passion again.

We have a registered company, Mighty

Media, and together we share our love of photography by doing workshops on wildlife, landscapes and astro photography
I joined Tafelberg Photographic Club about 7 years ago and was elected as their Chairman in 2019.

I have been

honoured to have my image titled ‘Rhino at sunset” printed in the Getaway magazine as a finalist in the Gallery competition
and recently was announced the runner up in the Pangolin Photographer of the Year Competition in the Professional
Division, which was a huge honour.
results in anticipation.

I have my APSSA in colour digital and have applied for my FPSSA, awaiting the

Below are three of my favourite images:.
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…The Judge Juan Venter continued…
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MORE ABOUT AUGUST
LEARN AND SHARE/ EDUCATION
On 13th August our Learn and Share evening took place in the form of a ZOOM presentation by Stephen Burgstahler.
Stephen gave us a whole new perspective about Salons, how it works and how to enter.

A video on this is available if

you press control+click here: https://youtu.be/53LItnhNj04
Thank you very much Stephen, this was truly an eye opener and I hope that we will see many more entries from TPS in
National Salons. – Check out our section for WHAT’S UP IN SEPTEMBER on page 27 – for a follow up on this.
IMAGE REVIEW DISCUSSION
On 27th August – the day after club meeting – the first Image Review Discussion was held – again via a ZOOM meeting.
A total of 18 members and one guest joined in on the discussion.

Members were encouraged to submit images that

were presented the previous evening on our club meeting, when Juan Venter judged our images, and to discuss anything
that could be relevant to judge’s comments.

It was very open with questions being asked and answered.

participated and it proved to be a very fruitful meeting as we all learn from one another.

Everyone

A few interesting things that

were pointed out were:
-

Sports photos mostly fall under Photo Journalism and it is considered as a very difficult genre because of
spectators that would show up in your image, not always helpful to your image as it can easily cause distraction
from the subject, however difficult it was to get the shot. On the other hand sometimes spectator’s expressions
or reactions to what was happening in your shot could contribute to the success of the image.

In short, this

remains a difficult genre that requires not only fast reactions but a lot of attention to detail, angle and focal
length.
-

Cropping of images in nature could make of break your image -sometimes you need to allow a bit more of the
subject’s surroundings and other times the surroundings should rather be trimmed off – the photographer’s
choice at the time could deliver a winning image, …or not….

-

Colour noise is something that we get to deal with frequently especially in these modern days where software
does so much for us in post processing that just the slightest over-saturation in an area or over-sharpening can
cause nasty colour noise that puts your image right back to a “not so good” one.

-

Be careful not to lift shadows too much as it causes discoloration that in the end spoils an otherwise brilliant
shot.

-

Oh the the evil one – beware of too much of a heavy hand on the HDR functions!

-

Something else that must be perfect is cutting out of objects/subjects from an image and placing them on e.g.
a black background – we are warned to make sure that the edges appear natural and that it is not a visible hard
cut with colours that simply does not match.

-

Housekeeping – yes, if there is rubbish - a chocolate paper or juice bottle somewhere in your image – don’t
forget to take it out.

-

Sometimes we get so busy with perfecting our post processing that it slips through.

Lastly – try to confine your story – and crop out unnecessary elements.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS DISCUSSION NEXT MONTH – IT IS SO WORTH IT!

SALON ACHIEVERS – AUGUST 2020
SALONS ENTERED: Westville, 3d Pietersburg, Krugersdorp, Lisboa, Murshidabed, Danube and Mihai Dan and Bethal.

NAME
Neels Beyers
Stephen Burgstahler
Sonja Grunbauer
Carolyn Kewley
Marleen la Grange
Desmond Labuschagne
Rob Minter
Derrick Smit
Andre Stipp
Leney Stipp
Coert Venter
Mariana Visser
Bennie Vivier
Ben ter Huurne
Erik Seket
Johan van Wyk
Francois du Bois
David Barnes
Alida Heine
Daniel Rossouw
Robert Johnson
Lynne Kruger-Haye
TOTALS

Accept
10
7
11
3
27
13
8
5
11
35
7
8
27
4
1
13
7
8
3
1
1
6
218

LOCAL SALONS
COM’s
1st Position
Medal
2
1
3

Runner
up

INTERNATIONAL SALONS
Accept
COM’s
Medals
20
8

1

1
6

1
20
1
1

1

2
2

13
1

1
1
2

17

1

2

67

1

NONE

FROM THE PEN OF MARLEEN LA GRANGE - CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERONE!
A very impressive month indeed: 218 local acceptances plus 17 COM’s and 67 international acceptances with 1 COM.
1 x First winner in category – congratulations to Andre Stipp – well done.
2 x Runner up medals – congratulations to Carolyn Kewley and Bennie Vivier – well done.
Congratulations to Derrick Smit on his 20 International salons – awesome achievement for one of the newer members.
TPS can be so proud of it’s members.

Keep on submitting so that we can KEEP TPS 1st in the Western Cape.

A good

means of testing your level of photography against competitors both locally as well as internationally.
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*NOTE: Interested in obtaining FIAP? Watch out for International salons that are FIAP accredited.
https://www.pssa.co.za/international-mainmenu-162/fiap

Click here:

AWARD WINNING IMAGES FROM SALONS (in no particular order)

FACES –
by Mariana Visser

AVENGER
By David Barnes
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……. award winning images from Salons continued…

JUMP FOR JOY
By Neels Beyers
3 x Medals from Intl Salons

BLUE ROOM AT E-BAY
By Neels Beyers
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…award winning imges from Salons continu…

NASAL PASSAGE
Stephen Burgstahler

LONG WAY TO GO - Leney Stipp
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…award winning images from Salons continued…

“LILY”
By Rob Minter

Who’se the Boss? – by Francois de Bois
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…award winning images from Salons continued…
ICE COLD - By Carolyn Kewley

“TULIP” by
Bennie Viviers
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…award winning images at Salons continued…

Brave young one – by Bennie Viviers

“Dooie Bome”
by Johan van Wyk –
Silver Medalist
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….award winning images at Salons continued….

Soft as tissue – by Andre Stipp

Inspiration is to be found from those who seek to intentionally create something that will linger in your
mind……long after you have seen it.
Thank you to all of the award winners of TPS for sharing these images with us, and congratulations on
expressing the best of the best right here.
- Ed’s note.
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MEET CAROLYN KEWLEY
Ed’s note: Carolyn joined our club only last year and I remember the first time that I met her at a club evening –
the very shy lady who spoke softly and kindly. We have all seen her images coming up on monthly competitions,
mostly gorgeous captures from her most amazing travels.
Carolyn shared her fascinating story with us………………..
I initially started work as a lab. tech at Groote Schuur Hospital -before the PC revolution - At times I kept myself amused
preparing hand drawn slides for colleagues and myself - these were then photographed and either projected as slides
or printed for publication. This was my introduction to the dark room and the beginning of my love for B&W
photography.

Eventually I progressed to colour slides and finally digital. Given that background I found Lightroom

as my go to digital development tool. Photoshop remains an enigma to me!
Although I only ride my bicycle (!) I love the majesty of horses and the gift of travel - this must have come from my
Dad who was in the mounted 4th Hussars in India and Persia, he then patrolled the border with ‘Bechuanaland’ (ie
Botswana!) on horseback and finally Durban from the centre of town passed the developing harbour to the Bluff as a
mounted policeman!
As a child I read the poem by Roy Campbell (also a vagabond from KZN) - which focused on the horses of the Camargue:

So at an early age I decided one day I would go and find those horses...
Likewise during WW II my Dad was stationed in Addis Ababa...so began another dream ...to visit Ethiopia one day...although
in fact I was probably born under a wondering star having visited over 40 different countries!
Depending on my occupation my photography has taken various paths - when I worked at the TB hospital in Worcester
I had a unique collection of the manifestations of allergic reactions to the TB drugs. But also I have a fascinating
collection of the wonderful indigenous spring flora in the area.
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…meet Carolyn Kewley continued…
In 2001 I had a year’s scholarship at Columbia University in NYC. Apart from experiencing the horror of 9/11 first-hand
I also obtained my first digital camera. Shortly after returning to RSA I left the government service and worked
intermittently in the UK moving there ‘permanently’ in 2007. This gave me the opportunity, at last, to find and photograph
the horses of the Camargue - after searching for them privately I discovered there are nowadays no actual ‘wild horses’.
They are now all ‘farmed’ and photographing them makes a welcome income for their owners.
Whilst in the UK I went to Iceland in the summer in search of the swans I had photographed frequently when they overwinter at the Welney Wildfowl Trust in Norfolk - which was near where I was working. From a mile away I saw 6 swans
in Iceland! But I did discover their beautiful horses in that stunning country! So I returned in the winter to find the woolly
horses and landscapes that are a B&W photographer’s dream.
Below are a few pictures that I have chosen to share with you –

A delightful lady who was the
matriarch of a family of 8 who were
the last remaining members of an
ancient Ethiopian tribe living on and
island in Lake Ziway - the second
of the Great Lakes at the northern
end of the Great Rift Valley
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…meet Carolyn Kewley continued…
A camel train in the Danakil depression - these trains travel 17-21 days down into the depression which is below sea
level and has recorded the hottest temperatures on earth. On arrival they attend the salt auctions and if their bid is
unsuccessful they will start the return journey home empty handed.

There is insufficient water for them to stay

overnight with or without the haul of hand-hewn squares of salt - I nicknamed these folk The Slaves of the Danakil - it
is an unimaginable existence.

Horses of the Camargue as I imagined
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…meet Crolyn Kewley continued…
Again horses of the Camargue

The woolly horses
of Iceland
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…meet Carolyn Kewley continued…..
The vulture hide in the Drakensberg is a place to while away time in tranquil surroundings

Stallions

Lastly, I would like to thank Lynne and all the members of TPS for encompassing me in your club - it has been a great
privilege for me to be a club member. I will continue to be one but from afar as I am about to start roaming back to
the UK again.

Take care and continue to enjoy the joy of our photography hobby.
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SHINING STARS OF TPS
Members of our club are continuously growing and developing their photography skills, honing those fine tuning that
brings remarkable results.
This month there are a few members that can be pointed out as shining stars:
1.

Beginning with our Chairperson, great news is that Lynne Kruger-Haye has obtained her DPSSA in August. Huge
contratulations to you Lynne! It surely takes focus and perseverence, lots of vasbyt and self dicipline to get
to this level. A DPSSA is awarded on achieving 125 acceptances (with a minimum of 41 images) in any one of
the categories Open, Nature or Monochrome. Well done Lynne, you are certainly reaching for the stars!

2.

Big contratulations to Bennie Viviers for his WINNING IMAGE of a Wildebeest at Rooiputs, Kgalagadi that
he had entered to Pangolin Safari’s photo competition. Well done!

3.

Leney Stipp has received a certificate of recognition for the best results in our club for her participation
in the Krugersdorp Camera Club. Overall Leney were given 35 acceptances in salons during August.
Well done Leney!! Keep TPS high!

4.

Andre Stipp has won a medal for first place with an entry in a salon.
Congratulations to Andre on excellent work!

This is a coveted medal –

No Star
advancements
for August
BEST BEGINNER
AUGUST 2020:
JOHAN VILJOEN

2nd consecutive month!
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WHAT’S UP FOR SEPTEMBER

BIRTHDAYS

Isak Venter 03/09
Chris Leerkamp 11/09
Marc Pentz 22/09

Robert Maginley 08/09
Waldeman Bussaihn 17/09
Robert Johnson 26/09

Garth Malpas 29/09

TPS COMPETITON THEME FOR SEPTEMBER:
CAPTURING EMOTION

This theme certainly sparks some interest – as photographers continually seek that special moment, that surprise
factor – to bring images that speaks for themselves.

Here are some helpful links to read on this subject:

https://www.adorama.com/alc/8-tips-for-capturing-genuine-emotion-in-your-photos
https://digital-photography-school.com/9-tips-capture-emotion-portraits/

TPS IMPORTANT DATES
10/09/2020 EDUCATION NIGHT – Stephen Burgstahler on “Entering International Salons on a budget”
18/09/2020 – Entries close for our Club Competition at midnight - Capturing Emotion – manipulation allowed
23/09/2020 – Club competition evening
24/09/2020 – IMAGE DISCUSSION EVENING *NEW
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UPCOMING SALONS IN SEPTEMBER:
05/09/2020

Southern Suburbs Camera Club National Salon

12/09/2020

AFO National Salon

26/09/2020

PSSA 18th Up and coming competition (only for 1-3 star members)

EARLY WARNING FOR SALONS IN OCTOBER
03/10/2020

Swartland INTERNATIONAL Salon 2020

THE REST OF 2020 CLUB COMPETITION THEMES
OCTOBER 2020 – ARCHITECTURE (MANIPULATION ALLOWED)
Architectural photography is the photographing of buildings and similar structures that are both aesthetically pleasing
and accurate representations of their subjects. This genre requires careful consideration of your subject and a high level
of technical attention. Make use of your gear correctly, i.e. Use a tripod and a shutter release.

Also attempt to show

more than a snapshot. Consider composition, lighting and how you are going to edit your image.

NOVEMBER 2020 – YOUR FAVOURITE IMAGE OF 2020 (MANIPULATION ALLOWED)
This image may not have been entered into the monthly club competition at TPS before. This is like the open category,
and it is UP TO YOU TO SHOW US WHY THIS IMAGE IS THE ONE!

Your title plays an important role in getting the

viewer to “get it”.

MANIPULATION DEFINED: (NOT ALLOWED IN NATURE AND PHOTOJOURNALISM)
Manipulation shall constitute any or all of the following modifications to the original image:
• Adding an element to the image that was not contained in the original capture; • Removing an element from the
image that was contained in the original capture – and • Moving or repositioning an element of the image that was
contained in the original capture.
In Open Category there is no restriction whatsoever in the way authors choose to post process an image. The
following actions are allowed and are NOT seen as manipulation:
• Cropping • Correction of lens distortion, chromatic aberrations, purple fringing, lens vignette and vertical/horizontal
perspective adjustments; • Removal of dust spots or scratch marks from sensor or scanned images; • The blending of
different exposures of the same scene to broaden the dynamic range e.g. High Dynamic Range (HDR); • Photo
stacking to overcome the limitations of the digital sensor heat artefacts in long exposures. • Focus stacking to widen
the depth of field especially in Macro photography.
In the case of Nature and Wildlife, HDR and focus stacking will not be considered as manipulation and may be used
provided that the end result is a faithful representation of the original scene.
NOTE: HDR and Focus stacking are not allowed in Photojournalism and Street Photography.
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SOMETHING NEW for the BELLOWS
YOUR FUNNY SHOTS
We would like to invite all members to send us your funnies.
and again is always good.

It always brings out humor and a good laugh every now

So if you shot something really funny – send those images directly to me: Alida.

MEMBER’S GOOD NEWS COLUMN
Members are invited to write to us – tell us your interesting stories – anything about a recent travelling experience, or
something that we may find interesting.

WE’RE LOOKING FOR YOUR IDEAS
As The Bellows is getting a new look and feel everyone is invited to write to me for suggestions and cool ideas.

Your

opinion matters! Mail me: Alida
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